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O. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to describe the spherical unitary dual for the classical 
split groups. The simplest reasonable statement that might be true about the 
spherical dual would be the following: 
A spherical irreducible representation is unitary if and only if it is a com- 
plementary series from an anti-tempered representation (ZAA of a tempered 
representation). 
Unfortunately this is not quite so simple; there are complementary series induced 
from complementary series for Gl(n) such that the nearest parameter which is 
induced from a tempered representation is reducible. 
The paper deals mainly with types B, C and D since the (general) case of 
Gl(r~) is already done in [11]. The first section reviews general results on the 
representations of p-adic groups and their relation to the representation theory of 
Hecke algebras. In particular we reduce the problem to an equivalent one on the 
graded algebra introduced by Lusztig. In this context, we study the classification 
of the irreducible Hermitian modules in detail. The setting is almost exclusively 
that of the graded Hecke algebra, we have tried to use as little as possible from 
the Langlands classification for p-adic groups. In fact, there are only two places 
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where we use the theory on the group. The first is to show that there exists a 
nowhere zero intertwining operator (at the end of 1.7, but this is not really used 
for classifying the unitary spectrum), The second is the fact that certain modules 
of the Hecke algebra (Sections 2.1 and 2.2) are unitary. 
In Sections 2.3 and 2.4, we refine a nonunitarity criterion first used by Cas- 
selman. This is our main tool for ruling out the parameters that are not unitary. 
The phrasing is reminiscent of the Dirac inequality or the use of K-types in p in 
the case of real groups. 
In Section 3, we write down an explicit parametrization of the Hermitian 
spherical modules. We use this in Section 4 where we prove the main results. 
The crucial ones are in 4.2 and 4.3. The basic ideas of the arguments are fair- 
ly simple in nature. However, they are quite delicate technically, and require 
some ingenuity. We do not give complete proofs in all cases, but rather treat 
representative cases in detail. Many of the results are more general (nonspherical 
parameters, Hecke algebras with unequal parameters), but it is not quite clear at 
this writing how far they can be pushed. Certainly the arguments work in the 
case of Langlands parameters coming from maximal parabolic subgroups. Via 
the Iwahori-Matsumoto involution these cases contain the spherical cases. It is 
in this setting that we prove our results. 
1. Preliminaries 
1.1. UNRAMIFIED REPRESENTATIONS 
Let I~ be a p-adic field. Denote by G be the F-rational points of a linear algebraic 
reductive group defined over Y. We assume that G is split. Denote by A a 
maximally split toms and fix a Borel subgroup with decomposition B = AN .  
PROBLEM. Let u E -4 be an unramified character and I(u)  be the unramified 
principal series. Then it is important to study the composition series and irre- 
ducible subquotients of I(u).  This is done via the Hecke algebra attached to the 
Iwahori subgroup. Let 
Izl <l}, p={xE : I x l < a } ,  
= {z Izl -- 1}. (1.1.1) 
Then G has a maximal compact subgroup K = G(7¢), and there is an exact 
sequence 
1 > Kl  > K > G ( ~ / 7 ' )  ~- G(IFq) > 1. (1.1.2) 
Fix a Borel subgroup in (7(IFq). Then its inverse image is an open compact 
subgroup called the Iwahori subgroup and denoted Z. The algebra of compact 
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supported bi-invariant functions 7/ := 7/(Z\G/Z) is called the Hecke algebra. 
Let 
c ( z )  = the category of admissible finite length representations 
so that all their subquotients are 
generated by their Iwahori fixed vectors. (1.1.3) 
THEOREM ([1]). The functor V ~-~ V 7" is an equivalence of categories from C(Z) 
to C(7/), the category of finite-dimensional representations of 7/. The inverse is 
given by W ~-+ 7/(G/Z) • W. 
An irreducible representation zr is in C(Z) iff it is a subquotient of an I(u). 
7/a lso  has a star operation given by 
f*(x) = f (x -1 ) ,  (1.1.4) 
so we can talk about Hermitian and unitary modules. It is more or less clear that 
an admissible representation V E C(Z) of G is Hermitian iff V z is Hermitian. It 
is also clear that if V is unitary, then so is V z. The converse is the subject of 
two papers [2] and [3]. The result is summarized in the next theorem. 
THEOREM. An irreducible representation in C(2-) is unitary if and only if V z 
is unitary. 
1.2. THE GRADED HECKE ALGEBRA 
The Hecke algebra 7-/ can be described by generators and relations. Let z be 
an indeterminate (which can then be specialized to ql/2). Let II C R + c R 
be the simple roots, positive roots and roots corresponding to A C B, and S 
be the simple root reflections. Let 2( = 3) = Hom(Gm, A) be the algebraic 
homomorphisms of Gm = GI(I ,F) and y = X = Horn(A, Gin). Then 7t can 
be characterized as the Hecke algebra over C[z, z-1] attached to the root datum 
7~ = (y ,  2(,/~, R, l~I). The set of generators we will use is the one first introduced 
by Bernstein. Denote by LG the (complex) dual group, with maximal toms LT 
and Borel subgroup LB containing LT. Let 
,,4 = rational functions on C* x CT. (1.2.1) 
Then 7 / i s  generated by {Tw}weW and {Ox)zcx subject to the relations 
= + = 
1)o - Os~ 7 2 = (z 2 - 1)T, + z 2, O~T, = T,O~ + ( z  2 - l (1.2.2) 
0~ 
This realization is very convenient for detemining the center of 7/ and, thus, 
computing infinitesimal characters of representations. 
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THEOREM (Bernstein-Lusztig). The center of  7t is given by the Weyl group 
invariants in A. 
In particular, infinitesimal characters are parametrized by W-orbits X = (q, t) E 
C* × LT. (We always assume that q is real or at least not a root of unity.) In 
particular, such an infinitesimal character is called real if s has no elliptic part. 
The study can be simplified significantly by using the graded Hecke algebra 
introduced by Lusztig. Let 
y = {f c .a: f ( 1 , 1 ) = o } .  (1.2.3) 
This ideal satisfies "k/J = , 7~ ,  so we can introduce a filtration 
7-{ = ./_to D " "  D 7-/i D Hi+l D " " ,  (1.2.4) 
and form the graded object H. It can be written as 
N = C[r]W x A, (1.2.5) 
where r --_ z - l (modff) ,  and A is the symmetric algebra over gt = X ®z C. 
The previous relations become 
t~t,~, = t,ow,, t2s = 1, tsCO = s(w)t~ + 2r(w,&) (s = s~). (1.2.6) 
The center of ]HI is A W. In particular, infinitesimal characters are parametrized 
by W-orbits of elements ~ = (r, s) E C x ct. 
THEOREM ([8]). There is a matching X ++ X between real infinitesimal char- 
acters )C of ~ and infinitesimal characters ~ of H so that if 7-I x and IHIg are the 
quotients by the corresponding ideals, then 71x ~- }tI~. 
Remark. We (fix a real r ¢ 0 and) transfer the study of the representation 
theory of 7-/to I~. The classification of irreducible representations is as according 
to [6] and [10]; irreducible representations are parametrized by LG conjugacy 
classes (s,e,~b), where s C LG is semisimple, e E L~ is nilpotent such that 
Ad(s)e = re and ~ E A(s, e) is an irreducible representation of the component 
group of the centralizer of s and e. We also recall that [6] attaches to each such 
parameter a standard module X(s ,  e, ~). Then the results in [2] imply that each 
X(s ,  e, ~b) contains a lowest K-type occuring with multiplicity 1 given by the 
Springer correspondence. Furthermore, the group A(e)/A(s ,  e) plays the role of 
an R-group. 
1.3. HERMITIAN MODULES 
The * operation also transfers to the graded version. We refer to Section 5 of [3] 
for the details. Here is a summary of what we need. Let w0 C W be the longest 
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element, to be the corresponding element in CW. Since r t  = X ®z C, it has a 
conjugation coming from the complex conjugation on C. We denote it by - Let 
e(CO) = ( - -  1)degw~ and & = woe(co). 
THEOREM (Section 5 in [3]). Let co E A. Then t* = tw- l  , co* = to • ( o  • t O. In 
particular, if co E ct, then 
co*=- +2r 
/3ER + 
where t(/3) E C[W] is the reflection about ~. 
The main result of [3] can be summarized as follows. Let (e, H, f )  be a Lie 
triple corresponding to e. Write s = SOSH, where so is an element centralizing the 
triple and SH = exp(1/2 log qH). Let so = sesh be the decomposition of so into 
elliptic and hyperbolic parts. Denote by ~ = ses~ 1 . An irreducible representation 
admits a Hermitian form if and only if (s, e, ~) is conjugate to (s' = ~0su, e, ~). 
A parameter will be called real if s has trivial elliptic part. 
COROLLARY. The classification of the unitary dual of a split p-adic group is 
the same as the classification of the unitary dual of the corresponding graded 
Hecke algebra. Furthermore, using certain isomorphisms of these algebras it is 
sufficient to consider the case of real parameter. 
1.4. HERMITIAN DUALS 
Fix a (standard) parabolic subgroup P with Levi decomposition P = MN.  Let 
HM be the corresponding (graded) Hecke subalgebra. Every element a E 1HI can 
be written uniquely as a = ~wEW/W(M)t~mw with rrzw E HM. Thus, there is 
a well defined map 
eM: lHI > HM,  EM(a)  : =  m l ,  the  component o f  a in H M .  (1.4.1) 
PROPOSITION. Denote by *M the map corresponding to the star operation 
*M: a ~-+ a* in H M and denote by *a the corresponding map in H. Then 
¢m(*Ga) = *M¢M(a), for all a E H. 
Proof. First observe that 
£'/Vl(tmlO~tm2 ) = tml~(a)tm2 , for mi E W(M) .  (1.4.2) 
Let co E A. The long element w0 decomposes as wo = WzWo M, where woM is the 
long element in W(M) .  Let to, tt and to M be the corresponding elements in H. 
Since to 1 =/~o and (toM) -~ = toM, the relation 
~0 = tl~O M = t M t - 1  o l (1.4.3) 
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holds. Then we get 
* G ( C O ) = t o ' & ' t o : t l t o M ' w M w  - 1 o  l (C(w)).tlto M. (1.4.4) 
On the other hand, 
WgW/1L(co)  " ~/ = t l" w / l w g w / I L ( c o )  nt- E t;xcox 
X~Wl 
= tl" wM~(w) + ~ txcox, (1.4.5) 
X<Wl 
where the sum ranges over x E W which are smaller than wl in the Bmhat order. 
Combining this with (1.4.4) and the formula for *M in Theorem 1.3, we get 
*G(co) = *M(W) + ~ htMtzwxto M. (1.4.6) 
X<Wl 
Therefore, using (1.4.2), 
= *M(co) + tU ( ?'t )co tU 
= *M(co) + tMe(twc'z)cozto M. (1.4.7) 
To prove the formula in the proposition for a = co, we must show that e(twV,z) = 
0 for x < wl. But if w [ l x  = m E W ( M ) ,  then wz = x m  - t  with x < wt, 
contradicting the minimality property of wt. 
Now consider an element twco such that w ~ W ( M ) .  Then eM(t~co) = 0. We 
need to show that eM(*a(co)t~,-~) = 0 as well. For this, write *a(co) = to .~" to 
and decompose 
to" Co • to • tw-i = to " w " twow-, = E twozcox, cox E A. (1.4.8) 
x~.wow - I  
To prove the claim we need to show woz ~ W ( M ) .  Suppose wox = m. Then 
x = worn, and so worn < wow - j .  It follows that wo w-1 ~ woW(M) ,  because 
w0 is the long element. But this implies w -1 E W ( M ) ,  a contradiction. Thus 
eM(,a(co)tw-~) = 0 as claimed. [] 
If 1A2 is a module for HM, then we can form the induced module 
I ( W )  := H ®MM 1'32. (1.4.9) 
This has a basis {tz ® v} where v E ld2 and x E W/W(~VI). 
COROLLARY. The Hermitian dual of I(]4)) is IOA2 h) = ]HI ®HM lAJh" More 
precisely, let tx ® vz E I(l&), ty ® Vy E I(l&h), and ( , )M be the pairing o] 
]42 with 14; h. Then the pairing between I(l&) and I(}A] h) is given by 
( t x ® v x , t y ® V y }  := @M(t;tx)Vx,Vy)M. 
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Proof. First observe that these spaces are finite-dimensional, so it is sufficient 
to construct an injection 
]HI ®HM "I/vh > [H®HM W] h. (1.4.10) 
The pairing ( , ) gives such an injection with the required properties by Propo- 
sition 1.4. [] 
1.5. LANGLANDS CLASSIFICATION 
Suppose a is an automorphism between two root data T¢1 and T~. 2. This induces 
an automorphism of the corresponding Hecke algebras, 
•: ]Hi 2 ~ H I. (1.5.1) 
In particular, let M~, M2 be two Levi components of standard parabolic sub- 
groups. Suppose w E W satisfies wMlw -1 = 11//2 and is minimal in its double 
coset W(M2)wW(M1). Then the above discussion gives an isomorphism 
aw: HM2 > IHIM~ (1.5.2) 
which we use to transfer representations F of IHIMt to wV of HM2. 
Recall that according to the (classical version of the) Langlands classifica- 
tion, every irreducible module can be realized as the unique irreducible quotient 
L(M, W, u) of a standard module 
X(M,W,.) := HOHM [w ® (1.5.3) 
where 
W is tempered irreducible and (Re u, 6~) > 0, 
for all a E A(n), n := Lie(N). (1.5.4) 
The module X(M, W, u) of course coincides with I(M, W® 1~), but we use the 
notation (1.5.3) to emphasize that it satisfies (1.5.4). Two Langlands quotients 
L(M, W, u) and L(M', W', u') are isomorphic if and only if there is w E W 
such that 
w ( M , W , u ) = ( M ' , W ' , u ' ) .  (1.5.5) 
If on the other hand (Re u, &) < 0, then the module I(M, W ® l , )  has a unique 
irreducible submodule, namely L(wmM, WmW, WraU), where Wm be the minimal 
element in W(woM)woW(M). 
PROPOSITION. The Hermitian dual of L( M, 1/12, u) is L(woM, wmW, -wo~). 
In particular, L is Hermitian if and only if there is an element w such that 
w.  (M, W, u) = (M, W, --o). 
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Proof. The Hermitian dual of X ( M , W , u )  is I ( M , W , - p ) .  This is not a 
standard module because - P  fails to satisfy (1.5.4). However, ( - R e P ,  &) < 0, 
so I(M, W , - ~ )  has L(woM, WmW,-wo-O) as unique irreducible submodule. 
Thus 
L(M, l/Y, u) h ~- L(woM, wmW, -wo-O) (1.5.6) 
as claimed. [] 
1.6. INTERTWINING OPERATORS 
We use the notation of 1.5. Suppose that wMlw -1 = M2 is minimal in its double 
coset W(M2)wW(M1) (or rather the CM's). 
Given a simple reflection s~, we can form the element r~ E H, 
rc~ := tc~C~ - 2r. (1.6.1) 
LEMMA. The elements r~ satisfy core = res(co). Let w = sl "" sk be a reduced 
decomposition. Then rw = I~ ri is well defined. 
Proof. The first relation is a simple application of the defining relations for H: 
co(to, o- '-  2r) 
More generally, 
r~f(s~w).  
Recall from [7] that 
= (t~s(w) + 2r(w,&})c~ - 2rco 
= (tec~ - 2r)s(w) - 2r(s(w) - co) + 2r(co, &)c~ 
= (t~ct - 2r)s(co). (1.6.2) 
if f is a rational function in one variable, then f(w)r~ = 
c~ 2r 1 
~a = t c ~ -  -- (1.6.3) 
ct + 2r c~ + 2r - a  + 2r r~' 
and that Yw -- 1-I ~i is well defined (i.e., independent of the reduced decomposi- 
tion). Write 
Rw = {OZ1,81012,-- - ,8182"" "8k-lO~k} = {fl ~> 0: qj)-l/~ < 0}.  (1.6.4) 
Then substituting (1.6.3) for each ri and applying (1.6.2) repeatedly, we get 
H r i  = H ( - c z i +  2r)Ti = ( H ( - /3+ 2r)) H ~ i  
\/3eR~, 
= ( [ I  ( - - / 3 + 2 r ) ) g w .  (1.6.5) 
~eR~ 
The claim follows. 
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PROPOSITION. Let ]) be a representation of HMI. Then the operator Aw: 
I(Ml, ]2) --+ I(M2, wV) defined by Aw(tz ®~M~ v) : :  tzrw ®~M2 v is an inter- 
twining operator. 
Proof. We need to check that Aw is well defined, i.e., it satisfies 
cvrw = rwW-I (~v), t~rw = rwtw-1 ~, 
a E A(MI)  a simple root. (1.6.6) 
The first relation follows from a repeated application of Lemma 1.6. For the 
second relation, r~rw : rwrw-l~ holds. Substituting ra = t~a  - 2r and using 
arw = rww-la, we get the second relation. The fact that the map is an intertwin- 
ing operator follows from the nature of the action of H which is by multiplication 
on the left. [] 
1.7. INTERTWINING OPERATORS FOR STANDARD MODULES 
We apply the results in 1.6 to the Langlands classification. Recall wm the minimal 
element in the double coset W(M)woW(woM). Then multiplication on the right 
by rm := r~o~ is an intertwining operator 
Am: X ( M , W , v )  > I(woM, wmW, wov). (1.7.1) 
This is identically zero precisely when rm ® [vlv] = 0 for all v E W. When it is 
not identically zero, the image is precisely L(M, kV, v) because this submodule 
is generated by any vector whose generalized eigenvalue under A projects onto v. 
On the other hand, observe that the leading term of rm is tm 1-[(c~,~,)>0 c~. But 
(~,~,)>0 (~,~,)>0 
where X is the infinitesimal character of W. This is because l-[(~,~,)>o a is invari- 
ant under W(M) therefore in the center of IHIM. Thus Am is not identically zero 
as a function of v. For a full principal series (1.7.2) implies that Am is not 
identically zero for any v satisfying (1.5.4). But for more general induced repre- 
sentations Am could be zero for certain values of v. On the other hand, it follows 
from the theory of intertwining operators on the p-adic group, that there exists a 
family of intertwining operators 13re(v) 
Bin: X(M, W, v) > I(wmM, w,~W, wmv) (1.7.3) 
which is analytic as a function of v and whose image is L(M, W, v) for all v, 
satisfying (1.5.4). We claim that there is a meromorphic function f (v)  such that 
f(v)Am = B~(v). This goes as follows. Recall that X has a lowest K-type # 
occurring with multiplicity 1. Then there are analytic functions 9 and h such that 
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for any vector v E X transforming according to #, we have Am(v) = 9(u)v and 
Bmv = h(v)v. Then f = hg -1. 
We will not need this refinement. 
1.8. HERMITIAN FORMS 
Suppose L(M,  W, u) is Hermitian with u real. Let w be such that w(M,  W,  u) = 
(M, W , - u ) ,  minimal in its double coset W ( M ) w W ( M ) .  This double coset is 
also W ( M ) w o W ( M ) .  This is because both wu and wou are antidominant (so 
wou = wu = - u )  and A ( M )  = {c~ E A: (c~,u) = 0}. Denote by a~, the 
isomorphism (1.5.2) and by T: W --+ W an isomorphism (unique up to a scalar) 
satisfying ~-(h. v) = a~o(h) • "r(v). Recall that we can decompose M = ° M .  A, 
where A is the (split part of the) center of M. Then we can write any element 
m E HM as m = ~ mia~ with mi E H o M and ai E A. Thus, it makes sense to 
evaluate m E AM at u. We write this as re(u). With this notation 
COROLLARY. Suppose X ( M ,  W,  u) is Hermitian irreducible and u is real. 
Then up to a nonzero scalar the inner product is given by the formula 
Proof. This follows from 1.4, 1.6 and 1.7. [] 
There are two main cases that we will consider. 
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose M = Gl(k) × Gl(m) x Gl(k) C G = Gl(2k + m) and 
W = St ® W0 ® St, where St stands for the Steinberg representation. The element 
w interchanges the Gl(k)-factors. In this case we can take ~- = Id. This is because 
since St(G)v = - v  and St(c~)v = - 2 r v  for all simple roots c~, and so 
St(ml)vl  ® St(m2)v2 = St(m2)vl ® St(ml)v2. 
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose M = Gl(k) x G(m) C G(m + k) where G(n) is a 
classical group of rank n other than Gl(n). Then W = St ® 1420. The minimal 
element wm induces the outer automorphism on Gl(k) and the identity on G(m) 
if G(m)  is of type B or C; due to the properties of St, we can take ~- = Id. In 
type D, if k is odd, the representation 1420 must be equivalent to the one obtained 
by composing with the automorphism of order two permuting the last two roots 
in the diagram. We write ~- for the intertwining operator of 142o. 
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2. A Unitarity Criterion 
2.1. CHARACTER THEORY 
We review some material from [2]. Recall the existence of the Iwahori-Matsumoto 
involution I.A4 on the Hecke algebra, 
ZM(tw)  = (-1)l(W)tw, Z.A4(w) -- -w ,  w E Lt. (2.1.1) 
Given the infinitesimal character X, there is a unique irreducible L(X; sgn) (con- 
taining sgn with multiplicity 1); and :Z.L4 takes it to a spherical module. This is 
due to the form of 5[A,4 on W. The classification theorem of representations of 
H then gives the following result. 
THEOREM ([2]). Let X be an infinitesimal character corresponding to the 
semisimple element h E Ltd. Then there is a unique orbit of maximal dimension 
(with representative emax) such that [h, emax] = 2emax. Then L(X , sgn) equals the 
standard module representation X(X, emax, q5 = triv). In particular, if the orbit 
of e meets a Levi coponent of a proper parabolic subalgebra, then L(X , sgn) is 
induced irreducible from the corresponding LM(X, sgn). 
Modulo the characters of tempered representations (for which there is a for- 
mula in [6]) this theorem computes the character of L(X, sgn). Applying 27A.4, 
we get a corresponding result for spherical representations. 
2.2. UNITARY REPRESENTATIONS 
One of the main features of Theorem 1.1 is that it implies that 2-.A4 preserves 
unitarity. A special case of the representations X(X, sgn) is when in fact (h, e) 
can be made into a Lie triple, i.e., there is f such that [h,e] = 2e, [h, f] = 
- 2 f ,  [e, f] = h. Then X(X , sgn) consists of the Z-fixed vectors of a tempered 
representation, therefore unitary. These are special cases of Arthur parameters. 
The Main Theorem says that they are essentially the only unitary representations 
containing sgn. 
2.3. SIGNATURE AT INFINITY 
This is a technique first used by Casselman [4]. We recast it in terms of graded 
Hecke algebras and sharpen it. 
Recall that the signature of a Hermitian module L is the formal sum 
Sign[L]:= ~ ( [ L # ] + - [ L # ] _ ) # .  (2.3.1) 
ucw 
Suppose we are in the situation of 1.8, in particular the cases in Examples 1 and 
2. We will assume that 12 = 142® l~, satisfies (1.5.4) with u real and L(M, l/V, u) 
admits a nondegenerate Hermitian form, but not necessarily unitary. 
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Consider the module I(M, l/V, u) as a C[W] module only. This module admits 
another (CW invariant only) Hermitian form 
{ t~ ® v~, t u ® vv} := (e(tv-, txt~)'r(v~), vv)K. (2.3.2) 
As before, this has a signature. 
LEMMA. Suppose u >> 0. Then the signature of ( , )  coincides with the signature 
of{, }. 
Proof. Suppose that u is one-dimensional to simplify the notation. Multiply 
the formula in Corollary 1.8 by u -Izx÷l+l~+(M)l and let u --+ c~. Then r~ tends 
to trn. Since the coefficients in the signature are integers, they do not change in 
the limit and so the claim follows. [] 
2.4. A NONUNITARY CRITERION 
For the above formula to be useful, we need to compute { , } on isotypic com- 
ponents. We place ourselves in the cases of Examples 1 and 2. Fix an irreducible 
W(M) module (#M, VM) and a positive definite invariant form ( , }VM (with 
respect to W(M) only). In types Brn, Crn, let TM = Id: VM --+ VM. In type 
D~,  suppose #M is invariant under the outer automorphism of order 2. Then/~M 
extends to an irreducible representation of W(Bm). The outer automorphism is 
realized by the action of the short simple root reflection; denote the corresponding 
automorphism on VM by TM. 
Let 
W I (W(M),  #M) := Indw(M)[VM]. (2.4.1) 
This inherits a form 
(tz ® vx, ty ® Vy) := (e(ty-,tx)'rM(vz), Vy)VM. (2.4.2) 
We are interested in the signature of this form. 
Given an irreducible representation (#, V) of W (typically a constituent of 
I (W(M),  #M)), we fix a positive W-invariant Hermitian form as well. Denote 
by d(#) the lowest degree so that # occurs in the representation on harmonic 
polynomials on S(t). 
PROPOSITION. Suppose M = GL(k) x G(rn) and #M = sgn ® VM. Then 
I ( W ( M ) , lZ M ) decomposes with multiplicity 1. Suppose furthermore that # M is 
invariant under the automorphism of order two in Example 2 of 1.8 in type Drn, 
and similarly It is invariant under the corresponding automorphism of order two 
in type Dn. The form (2.4.2) satisfies 
Sign[I(W(M),ItM) :P] = +(--1)d(t~)+d~(r,)(UM). 
The sign only depends on W and W(M). 
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Proof Assume that we are in the case B or C. Then "rM = Id and to = t,~to M 
as well as t m act by scalars on V and VM respectively. The signature is the 
trace of the action of tm on the #-isotypic component of I (W(M) ,  #M). This 
turns out to be the product of the aforementioned scalars. These scalars can be 
computed using the explicit realizations of the modules as in [7]. Up to a scalar 
equal to 4-1 depending on m, n only, it is the claimed formula. 
Type Dn reduces to type Bn. Embed W(Dn) in W(Bn) in the usual way. 
Extend the modules #M and # to irreducible modules for W(Bn). The long 
element in W(Dn) is in the center only when n is even. A case by case analysis 
of the possible parities of n, m and the formula for ~-M, shows that the signature 
(2.4.2) comes down to computing the trace of tm for type B. [] 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose p, #' and #M are as in the proposition, i.e., 
- #M is a representation of W(M), 
- t z, #' are representations of W occurring in I (W(M) ,  #m). Assume they 
occur with multiplicity 1 in I (M, l/V, u) and #m satisfies 
1 = [#M:  l/V]---[#IW(M) : #M] = [#'IW(M): #M]. 
If # is written (x0, . . . )  x (Xl , . . . )  and #' is written as (X'o,...) x (x~,...), then 
the signature (2.3.2) on V differs from the signature on V' by the factor 
( - 1 ) ~  x2~+~ ( - l ) Z  z' . 2i+1 . 
Proof. Since #M occurs with multiplicity 1, T in formula (2.3.2) differs from 
~-M differ by a scalar multiple, so we can use (2.4.2). The formula is a conse- 
quence of the explicit formulas for the lowest harmonic degree. [] 
The next corollary is the crucial ingredient in determining the unitary dual 
of type A. Since as already mentioned this case was done in [10], we omit all 
details. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose M = Gl(k) x Gl(k) and /ZM = sgn ® sgn. Then 
I (W(M) ,  #M) decomposes with multiplicity 1 and 
SignK[I(W(M),tZM)'#] = (--1)d("). 
This is up to a sign which is independent of the choice of # or #M. 
Proof Omitted. [] 
3. Description of the Spherical Parameters 
3.1. EXPLICIT LANGLANDS PARAMETERS 
We consider the spherical dual of the split classical groups of rank n of type B, C, 
D, precisely G = So(2n + 1), G = Sp(2n) and G = So(2n) and their spherical 
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unitary duals. We parametrize everything in terms of the dual group, e.g., Type B 
means that the p-adic group is So(2n + I), but the parametrization is in terms of 
Sp(2n). Furthermore, we work in the equivalent setting of representations which 
contain the sgn K-type rather than triv, and everything is in terms of the graded 
Hecke algebra. Representations of the Weyl group are represented as pairs of 
partitions with other conventions being as in [7]. The infinitesimal character is 
assumed real. 
We now give explicit descriptions of the Langlands parameters of the L(X, sgn) 
We do not need to consider all possible nilpotent orbits, but rather a subset which 
contains all the cases where )4; is not unitarily induced irreducible from a sim- 
ilar parameter on a proper Levi component. In general, the Levi component of 
the parameter of L(X, sgn) is of the form 1-I Gl(ni) x G(m) where G(m)  is a 
group of classical type other than Gl(n). The representation on a Gl(ni) factor is 
the Steinberg representation tensored with a character. The representation on the 
G(m)  factor is tempered irreducible containing sgn. To describe the parameters 
on the Gl(ni) factors we introduce the following notation which is a variant of 
the one used by Zelevinski. 
DEFINITION. A string is a sequence of numbers (a, a + 1 , . . . ,  b - 1, b) with 
numbers increasing by 1 from a to b. A set of strings is called nested if the 
entries of any two such strings ( a l , . . . ,  bl) and ( a2 , . . . ,  b2) differ by integers 
and either 
a l  ~< a2 ~< b2 ~< bl or  a2 ~< a l  ~< bl ~< b2, 
or else 
b l + l < a e  or b 2 + I < a l .  
Each string represents the Steinberg representation tensored with a character 
on a Gl(ni) with ~zi = bi - ai + 1. A set of strings represents an induced module 
from a representation ®ISt ® Xi] on Levi component 17/Gl(ni). If the strings are 
nested, there is no way of combining the entries of any two such strings to form 
a strictly longer one. This property has to do with Theorem 2.1; the induced 
module is irreducible and of course contains sgn. On the other hand, take a set 
of entries, and interpret it as an infinitesimal character X of some Gl(n). Then 
there is only one way to make a nested set of strings. The ensuing 
is the Langlands parameter of the L(X, sgn) in Theorem 2.1. 
The tempered parameter on G(m) is listed in the course of Section 3.2. It is 
in terms of the partition attached to the nilpotent orbit figuring in the Kazhdan- 
Lusztig parametrization. We do the special case when the infinitesimal character 
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has the same integrality as the tempered one on G(m) in Section 3.2. In 3.3, we 
deal with the most general case. 
3.2. A SPECIAL CASE 
We consider the case when the infinitesimal character has the same integrality 
as the trivial representation. This means that if the Kazhdan-Lusztig parameter 
is (s, (_9) (Section 1.2), then s has no elliptic part and the hyperbolic part differs 
from the infinitesimal character of the trivial representation (which we normalize 
to be Lp) by an element in the root lattice of LG. This kind of infinitesimal 
character contains the most interesting tempered representations. 
We now describe a typical parameter for L(X , sgn). The first part of the data 
consists of a nilpotent orbit (.9 in 9(ra) which is even. Attached to this there 
is a unique tempered irreducible representation which contains the sgn K-type. 
The semisimple element of the corresponding Lie triple gives its infinitesimal 
character. The other part is given by a collection of strings. Conditions (3.2.5), 
(3.2.10) and (3.2.15) on these strings are the analogues of being nested in the 
case of Gl(n). The nilpotent orbit for the full Langlands parameter is obtained 
by adding a pair (hi, hi) for each string in (3.2.5), (3.2.10) and (3.2.15) to the 
partition of the nilpotent coming from the parameter on G(m).  If this condition 
is not satisfied, then it is possible to find a Langlands parameter for a strictly 
larger nilpotent orbit at the given infinitesimal character. 
Remark. The S-symbol refers to the algorithms in [9] Sections 1 1-13. It is 
used in determining the Weyl group representation attached to a given character 
of the component group of a nilpotent orbit by the Springer correspondence. 
The algorithms also give the lowest K-types of the standard modules attached 
to (_9. However it should be noted that the K-types of the standard module X 
corresponding to the nilpotent orbit (9 are H*(13(9) ® sgn. This accounts for the 
®sgn appearing in all the formulas. 
Type B. Consider the nilpotent orbit with partition 
69 ++ (2x0, 2Xl,... ,2X2m), 0 ~ x0 ~< "'" ~< xi ~< xi+l ~< " " .  (3.2.1) 
It gives rise to a (unique) irreducible Tempered Representation with lowest K-~.pe 
# O  z (X0, 2 ; 2 , . . . ,  X2m) × (2;1 ' Z 3 , . . .  ' X2m_l )  @ sgn  (3.2.2) 
corresponding to the trivial character of the component group of the orbit (_9. 
The S-symbol is 
( z 0  : c2+2  .-. z2m + 2 m )  (3.2.3) 
:cl + 1 z3 + 3 --. Z2rn_l + 2ra - 1 " 
The infinitesimal character of the parameter is 
( 1 / 2 , . . .  ,zo - 1/2, 1 / 2 , . . .  , z  1 -- 1/2, . . . ,  1 / 2 , . . .  ,zzm - 1/2) (3.2.4) 
(where the first string does not appear if z0 = 0). 
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The remainder of the parameter is given by several strings of the form 
J - 1  < E~i < zj+, + l, ]e~l~<lE{] (3.2.5) (e~- l / 2 , . . . , E { - 1 / 2 ) ,  z j < e  i 
satisfying 
(1) the representation is induced irreducible from a representation on the Levi 
component of a P = I I  GI(,)  x So(*) which is a tensor product of Steinberg 
Representations on the Gl-factors (modified by a character on the center to 
represent a string as above) with an irreducible Tempered Representation on 
the So-factor, 
(2) the strings are nested and the Tempered Representation on the So-factor 
contains the sgn K-type. Each string as in (3.2.5) contributes a pair (E¢ - 
eij + 1, E~ - eij + 1) to the partition of the nilpotent orbit parametrizing the 
representation. 
Condition (1) is just an explicit description of the Langlands parameter. Condition 
(2) is an explicit description of the assumptions and conclusions of Theorem 2.1. 
In (3.2.5), we are using the convention that zj = oo for j > 2m. 
Type C. Consider the nilpotent orbit with partition 
(9 ++ (2x0 + 1, 2Xl + 1 , . . .  ,2XZm + l),  Xi <<. xi+i. (3.2.6) 
It gives rise to a (unique) irreducible Tempered Representation with lowest K-type 
# O = ( X 0 , X 2 , . . . , x 2 m )  X ( x l + l , x 3 + l , ' ' ' , x 2 m - l + l ) ® s g n  (3.2.7) 
corresponding to the trivial character of the component group of (_9. The S-symbol 
is 
( zo x2+2 ... x2m + 2 m )  (3.2.8) 
z j + 1 x 3 + 3  .-- x 2 m - l + 2 m - 1  " 
The infinitesimal character of the parameter is 
( 1 , . . . , z 0 ,  0 , 1 , . . . , z l ,  . . . ,  0 , 1 , . . . , Z 2 m _ l ,  1,...,Z2ra) (3.2.9) 
(if z0 = 0, the first string doesn't appear). 
The remainder of the parameter is given by several strings of the form 
(e j ,e  ij + l , . . , ,Eji) ,  zj < eij - 1  < E~ < zj+l + l, ]eJl~<[E j] (3.2.10) 
satisfying 
(1) the representation is induced irreducible from a representation on the Levi 
component of a P = I~ GI(,) x Sp(*) which is a tensor product of Steinberg 
Representations on the Gl-factors (modified by a character on the center to 
represent a string as above) with an irreducible Tempered Representation on 
the Sp-factor, 
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(2) the strings are nested and the representation on the Sp-factor contains th e sgn 
K-type. Each string as in (3.2.10) contributes a pair (El - ~  + 1, E~ -e~  + 1) 
to the partition of the nilpotent orbit parametrizing the representation. 
Condition (1) is an explicit description of the Langlands parameter. Condition 
(2) is an explicit description of the assumptions and conclusion of Theorem 2.1. 
In (3.2.10), we are using the convention that zj = eo for j > 2m. 
Type D. Consider the nilpotent orbit with partition 
0 ++ (2Xo + 1, 2x1+l,...,2X2m-l+l), xi~Zi+l. (3.2.11) 
It gives rise to a (unique) irreducible Tempered Representation with lowest K-type 
#(_9 z (X0, X2 , . . . , x 2 m _ 2 )  X 
X(Xl + 1,X3 + 1 , . . . , X 2 m - I  + 1) ® sgn (3.2.12) 
corresponding to the trivial character of the component group of (9. The S-symbol 
is 
X 0 X 2 + 2 " '  X2m_ 2 q- 2m -- 2 '~ 
z l + 1 z3 + 3 . . .  Z2r n_l  -t- 2m -- 1 // ' 
The infinitesimal character of the parameter is 
(3.2.13) 
(O, 1 , . . . , z o ,  1 , . . . , z l ,  . . . ,  1 , . . . , x 2 m - l ) .  (3.2.14) 
The remainder of the parameter is given by several strings of the form 
J - l <  j ( e { , . . .  ,FaJ), x j  < e i E i < Xj+l - t -  1, le{I-< IE¢I (3.2.15) 
satisfying 
(1) the representation is induced irreducible from a representation on the Levi 
component of a P = 1-I GI(,) x So(*) which is a tensor product of Steinberg 
Representations on the Gl-factors (modified by a character on the center to 
represent a string as above) with an irreducible Tempered Representation on 
the So-factor, 
(2) the strings are nested and the Tempered Representation on the So-factor 
contains the sgn K-type. Each string as in (3.2.15) contributes a pair (E¢ - 
eij + 1 , E~J - qJ + 1) to the partition of the nilpotent orbit parametrizing the 
representation. 
Condition (1) is an explicit description of the Langlands parameters. Condition 
(2) is an explicit description of the assumptions and conclusions of Theorem 2.1. 
In (3.2.15), we are using the convention that zj = oo for j > 2m. 
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3.3. THE GENERAL CASE 
In addition to the tempered part there are also strings ( f  + u , . . . ,  F + u) whose 
coordinates do not have the same integrality as in (3.2). To deal with them 
systematically, we make the following definition. 
DEFINITION. We say a string ( f  + u , . . . ,  F + u) is of type e if it is 
- of even length in type B, 
- of odd length in type C, D. 
In the first case we set e = 1/2, while in the second case we set e = 0. 
Then we can write all these remaining strings in the form 
( f ¢ + u j , . . . , F j  +uj ) ,  fd,Fj==_e(Z), O<uj<<. l /2.  (3.3.1) 
For a given uj, the strings are nested and the representation is induced irreducible 
from a Levi component of a parabolic subalgebra as in the case of integer strings. 
This representation of the strings is unique except when uj = 1/2; here is the 
reasoning. Observe that any string can be written as 
( f  + u , . . . , F  + u) (3.3.2) 
with f , F  - e(Z) and 0 < u < 1. If u > 1/2, then replace it by 1 - t? and 
reverse the signs and order to get 
( - F -  1 + z g , . . . , - f -  1 + ~), (3.3.3) 
which is of the form (3.3.1). In case uj = 1/2, we can represent each string 
as either ( f  + 1 / 2 , . . . , F  + 1/2) or ( - F  - 1 + l / 2 , . . . , - f  - 1 + 1/2). We 
choose the expression with the absolute value of the leftmost number being 
larger, i.e., (3.3.2) if I l l  ~< Ifl, and (3.3.3) if If + 11 ~< l F + 11- We apply the 
same conventions to the strings of the form (3.2.5), (3.2.10) and (3.2.15). The 
restrictions on the z's and the e's can be written uniformly as 
.vj + l + e < ei < E l  < xj+l + l - e. (3.3.4) 
Remarks. (1) We may and do incorporate the strings of integers as in (3.2.5), 
(3.2.10) and (3.2.15) into the strings of the type as above, by applying a small 
deformation. In other words, the Lp-like part of the parameter is always assumed 
tempered. 
(2) In type D, a (real) spherical parameter A for So is Hermitian if and only 
if there is w E W(Dn)  such that w)~ = -)~. If the parameter has entries equal 
to zero, then the analysis above is sufficient. If not, there are two inequivalent 
spherical parameters, one for A and another for )( obtained by applying the outer 
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automorphism of order two. They are either both unitary or both nonunitary. In 
the description above, one string might have to be written as 
( - f -  u , f  + 1 + u , . . . , F  + u). (3.3.5) 
If so, we can always consider the other parameter. 
3.4. RELATION BETWEEN INFINITESIMAL CHARACTERS AND STRINGS 
We also need to show how to obtain this parametrization in terms of strings from 
the infinitesimal character (cf. Theorem 2.1). 
Type B. Write the half-integer part in increasing order 
( r -  1 / 2 , . . . , r -  1 / 2 , . . . , R -  1 / 2 , . . . , R -  1/2), 
0 < r ~< R integers. (3.4.1) 
Then extract the longest possible string (r - 1 / 2 , . . . ,  l - 1/2). The remaining 
parameter is of the same form, so we can continue. The strings that start with 
1/2 form the tempered part of the parameter. 
For the integer part, write it in increasing order as 
( r , . . . , r , . . . , / ~ , . . . , R ) ,  0~<r<~Rin tegers .  (3.4.2) 
Extract the largest possible string (l, . . . ,  0 , . . . ,  h) (or just (1 , . . . ,  k) with 1 > 0 if 
there are no entries equal to 0) by changing entries to their negatives if necessary. 
Assume as we may that k ~> Ill. The remainder is of the same form as in (3.4.2), 
so we can continue until there are no entries left. Then rewrite the strings in 
increasing order as in 3.3. 
For the other parts, group them according to distinct u's as 
(r + u , . . . , r +  u , . . . , R +  u , . . . , R +  u), 
with 0 < u < 1/2, r ~< R integers. (3.4.3) 
Then extract the longest possible string (r + u , . . . ,  1 + u) and rewrite it as in 
3.3. The remainder is of the same type, so extract strings in the same way until 
there are no entries left. 
Type C. Write the integer part in increasing order 
( r , . . . , r , . . . , R , . . . , R ) ,  0~<r~<R.  (3.4.4) 
Extract the longest possible string ( l , . . . ,  0 , . . . ,  k) with the same conventions as 
for type B right after (3.4.2). The remaining parameter is of the same form, so 
we can continue until there are no zeroes left. The number of strings is the m for 
the tempered part of the parameter and, furthermore, h = z2m, l = z2m- 1. After 
that, extract the longest possible strings of the form (1 , . . . ,  k) with h /> 1 > 0 
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until there are no entries left. If the longest such string ends in a 1, then its 
largest entry is x0, otherwise set xo = 0. 
For the half-integer part, write it as 
( r -  1 / 2 , . . . , r  - 1 / 2 , . . . , R -  1 / 2 , . . . , R -  1/2), 0 ~< r <~ R. (3.4.5) 
Then extract the longest possible string of the form (1 - 1 / 2 , . . . ,  k + 1/2), by 
changing entries into their negatives if necessary. The remainder is of the same 
form as in (3.4.5), so we can continue until there are no entries left. Rewrite the 
strings as in 3.3. 
For the rest of the parameter which is formed of neither integers nor half- 
integers, group them according to distinct u's as 
(r + u , . . . , r  + u , . . . , R +  u , . . . , R +  u), 
with 0 < u < 1/2, r ~< R integers. (3.4.6) 
Then extract the longest possible string (r + u , . . . ,  l + u). The remainder is of 
the same type, so extract strings until there are no entries left. 
Type D. Write the integer part in increasing order 
( r , . . . , r , . . . , R , . . . , R ) ,  0~<r~<R.  (3.4.7) 
Extract the longest possible string ( / , . . . ,  0 , . . . ,  k) with the same conventions as 
for type B right after (3.4.2). The remaining parameter is of the same form, so 
we can continue until there are no zeroes left. The number of strings is the m 
for the tempered part of the parameter. Furthermore, assuming as we may that 
Ill ~< k, we get k = XZm, I : X2m_ 1. After that, extract the longest possible 
strings of the form ( l , . . . ,  k) with k >/l > 0 until there are no entries left. 
For the half-integer part, write it as 
( r - 1 / Z , . . . , r - 1 / Z , . . . , R - 1 / 2 , . . . , R - 1 / 2 ) ,  O <~ r <~ R. (3.4.8) 
Then extract the longest possible string of the form (l - 1 / 2 , . . . ,  k + 1/2), by 
changing entries into their negatives if necessary. The remainder is of the same 
form as in (3.4.8), so we can continue until there are no entries left. Rewrite the 
strings as in 3.3. 
For the rest of the parameter which is formed of neither integers nor half- 
integers, group them according to distinct u's as 
(r + u , . . . , r  + u , . . . , R +  u , . . . , R +  u), 
with 0 < u < 1/2, m ~< M integers. (3.4.9) 
Then extract the longest possible string (r + u , . . . ,  1 + u). The remainder is of 
the same type, so extract strings until there are no entries left. 
Note also that Remark (2) from 3.3 applies. 
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4. The Main Result 
4. I. PARAMETERS OF UNITARY REPRESENTATIONS 
The main result is easy to state, but the parameters are hard to describe explicitly. 
THEOREM. A parameter as above is unitary if and only if it is a comple- 
mentary series from an induced from a tempered representation tensored with a 
Gl-complementary series. 
We will prove this theorem by induction, increasing in the rank of the group, 
decreasing in the dimension of the nilpotent orbit parametrizing the representa- 
tion. 
We now describe these parameters in precise terms. We assume the conven- 
tions in Section 3. There are several conditions, (A), (B) and (C1)-(C4). 
(A) The Lp-like part of the parameter is tempered. 
(B) Any string not of type e is of the form 
( - E - I + v , . . . , E + v ) ,  0 < v ~ < l / 2 ,  E_----E(Z). (4.1.1a) 
Any string of type e is of the form 
( - E  + v , . . . , E  + v) (4.1.1.b) 
or 
( - E - I  + u , . . . , E - l + u ) ,  0 < u ~ <  1/2, E - - e ( Z ) .  (4.1.1.c) 
We will want to deform the u's in various intervals so that the representation stays 
induced irreducible, but we will also consider the endpoint of such an interval 
and the factor containing sgn. In particular, deforming u in (4. l. 1 a) to 1/2 gives 
a unitarily induced irreducible representation. But deforming u in (4.1. lb) to 0 or 
u in (4.1.1c) to 1 does not necessarily give an induced irreducible representation 
(cf. (c4)). 
DEFINITION. Consider two strings as in (4.1.1) with parameters vl ~< v~_. We 
say that they are adjacent, if they have the same E and vl = v2, or vl < v2 and 
there is no other string with the same E and parameter vl ~< v ~< v2. 
LEMMA. In Gl(n), the representation corresponding to the pair of strings ( - E -  
u , . . . , E -  u) and ( - E  + u , . . . , E  + u) is a complementary, series for u < ½, 
1 and is not unitary for u > ~, u ~ ½Z. 
Proof This is well known from [10]; it also follows from Corollary 1 of 2.4. [] 
Assume that (A) and (B) are satisfied. Consider the string (4.1.1a) with 0 < 
u < 1/2 and deform u upwards to 1/2. We claim that no reducibility can occur. 
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Indeed, if it did, there would have to be another string ( f  + uP, . . . ,  F + u p) such 
that F + J -  E -  u" or F + u p + E + u" is an integer and 
- E -  1 + u n < f + J ,  E +  u" < F + J ,  
o r  
f + u / < - E -  1 + u", F + u I < E + u" (4.1.2) 
for some u ~< u" < 1/2. Neither case can happen. Because of (3.3.1), E , F  
e(Z), and 0 < u' ~< 1/2. It follows that u P - u "  or uP+u" E Z, in fact it must be 
the case that u ~ = u". Since ( f  + J , . . .  , F  + J )  is assumed to satisfy (4.1.1), 
we find that (4.1.2) cannot hold. 
Thus, we can remove strings of type (4.1.1a) by a complementary series 
argument. 
Consider the strings of type (4.1.1b). If there are two adjacent strings of this 
type, then by Lemma 4.1 the representation is a complementary series from a 
representation which is unitarily induced from a Levi component of type GI(4E+ 
2)G( . )  and a Gl-complementary series. 
We can summarize these two properties in the following. 
(C1) Any string not of type e is in a complementary series from an induced 
from Yriv ® • on a GI(2E + 2)G(.) .  Any two adjacent strings of type e as 
in (4.1.1b) are in a complementary series from a GI(4E + 2). 
These strings can be removed from the parameter; the ensuing parameter is 
unitary if and only if the original parameter is unitary. 
A similar reasoning applies for strings of type (4.1. lc). The nonunitarity part 
of Lemma 4.1 gives the following. 
(C2) If two strings of type (4.1.1c) are adjacent, the parameter is not unitary. 
Thus, consider the case when (A), (B), (C1) and (C2) hold. By removing 
strings we are reduced to the case when for a given E, there is at most one 
string for each value of u; and they must alternate between (4.1.1b) and (4.1.1c) 
with increasing u. Suppose there is more than one string present, and label the 
u's as 0 < u I < 1-'2 '( ' ' "  "( /J~r~--I < /Jm. Suppose the one with parameter urn is 
of type (4.1.1c). Then we can deform um upwards to 1 - urn-l, and see that this 
is induced irreducible from a representation which is unitarily induced from a 
Levi component GI(4E + 2)G(.)  (a complementary series on GI(4E + 2)). Such 
a pair can be removed from the parameter; the ensuing parameter is unitary if 
and only if the original parameter is unitary. 
On the other hand, suppose the string with parameter um is of type (4.1. I b). 
Deforming um upwards to 1 - urn-l, gives a parameter that is not unitary by 
(C2). Thus, 
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(C3) Suppose there is more than one string (for some given E). If the last string 
is of type (4.1.1b), then the parameter is not unitary. If the last string is 
of type (4.1.1c), then the representation is a complementary series from a 
representation which is unitarily induced from a parabolic subgroup with 
Levi component GI(4E + 2e)G(, ) .  We can remove such pairs of strings, 
starting with the largest urn; the ensuing parameter is unitary if and only if 
the original parameter is unitary. 
We are reduced to the case when there is only one string. Deform its u to 0 
in case (4.1.1b) and to 1 in case (4.1.1c). Reducibility of tempered parameters 
gives the following. 
(C4) In the case of a single string of type (4.1.1b) or (4.1.1c) of size E, there 
must be at least one :ri = E + : in the tempered parameter. 
Thus to see whether a parameter is unitary, one checks whether (A)-(C) are 
satisfied. First we check that (A) and (B) are satisfied. If so, then remove the 
Gl-complementary series in step (C1). Then check for adjacent strings of type 
(4.1.1c) as in (C2). If none are present, remove the complementary series from 
step (C3). What should result is either a parameter which is tempered or one as 
in (C4). 
Remark. In the case of type D, the condition for a representation to be Her- 
mitian is different from types B and C. There is no change to the argument for 
(C1), (C2) and (C3), because they involve pairs of strings. For (C4), if there is a 
single string present, then the tempered part of the parameter must be nontrivial, 
otherwise the parameter is not Hermitian. Thus the argument is unchanged. 
4.2. THE CASE OF A SINGLE STRING 
We analyze the unitarity of a parameter such that the Lp-like part is tempered 
and there is just one other string present. As already remarked, the tempered 
part of the parameter in type D must be nontrivial. Then there are zeroes in 
the coordinates, and we may assume that the string is of the form (3.3.2). The 
argument is the same as for types B, C. 
Before plunging into the argument, recall the remark in 3.2 and the algorithms 
in [9] (an alternative reference is [5]). 
The argument is very simple in nature: given a representation whose parameter 
is the nilpotent orbit (_9, we find an orbit (.9 ~ such that 
(1) there is no other orbit O" satisfying O C (9 II C 0'. 
(2) a factor with a lowest K-type attached to O I occurs at the first reducibility 
point on the half-line u/> 0. 
(3) The lowest K-type #' of this other factor occurs with multiplicity 1 in 
X(W,  u) and stays in L(W, u) beyond the first reducibility point. 
(4) The lowest K-type # of L(W, u) and #1 have opposite signatures at exp. 
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There some delicate composition series problems that we have to solve. Often 
arguments that are really the same, are split into two cases (a) and (b), because 
of the nature of the algorithms in [9]. 
We consider the case of type C. Then e = 0 and type c means an odd sized 
string. We write the single string as 
E C g (not type g), (4.2.1a) 
( - E + u , . . . , E + u ) ,  u > 0 ,  uq~Z, E E Z ( t y p e E ) .  (4.2.1b) 
This parametrization is different from 3.3, which is designed to deal with several 
strings. 
The representation containing sgn is of the form X(I/F, u) = L(W, u). If I/V 
is unitarily induced irreducible, then so is L(W, u). We can do the argument on 
the parameter being induced. Thus we assume as we may that W is not induced 
irreducible from any proper Levi component. This means that we may write the 
nilpotent orbit (.9 corresponding to l,V as in (3.2.6), and in addition for any value 
x, there are at most two xi  = x .  We will show that L(W, u) is not unitary for 
u > 1/2 in case (4.2.1a), 
u ¢ 0 in case (4.2.1b) when no xi  = E ,  (4.2.2) 
u > 1 in case (4.2.1b) when there is an x i  = E .  
We deal with the simplest case first, the second  case in (4.2.2). The parameter 
for L(I/V, u) has nilpotent orbit 
(9 ++ (2x0 + 1, . . .  ,2Xzk-i q- 1,2x2k + 1 = 2 E +  1,2xZk+l = 2 E +  1 , . . . )  
or 
(2xo+ 1 , . . .  ,2x2k+ 1,2x2k+l + 1 = 2 E +  1,2x2k+2 = 2 E +  1,...).(4.2.3) 
The two x's equal to E correspond to the string (4.2.1) and no other x's are 
equal to E.  In this case L(>2, u) has two lowes t  K- types  which occur in the 
same factor for u > 0. They are 
1t. -~- ( X o , . . .  , x 2 h  " -= E , . . . , X 2 m  ) X 
×(Xl + 1 , . . . , X 2 k + l  -1- 1 = E +  1 , . . . , X 2 m - I  -+- 1) ® s g n ,  
or 
/Z" = (X0, . . .  ,xt2k = E n  u l , . . . , X 2 m )  x 
x(x l  + 1 , . . . ,x~k+,  + 1 = E , . . . , x 2 m _ l  + 1)® sgn, 
/~ = ( Z 0 , . . .  ,x2k+2 -~- E , . . . , Z 2 m )  x 
×(xl + 1, . . .  ,x2k+l + 1 = E + 1, . . .  , x 2 m - 1  + 1) ® sgn, 
(4.2.4a) 
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. . .  X I # t  ( g o ,  , 2k+2 = E - -  1 , . . . ,  XZm ) X 
1 
x ( x l + l , . . . , x 2 k + l + l  = E + 2 , . . . , X Z m _ l + l ) ® s g n .  (4.2.4b) 
At oo, the K-types # and # '  have opposite signatures. This signature (up to possi- 
bly a sign which only depends on the rank of the group) is given by ( - - 1 ) ~  z2i+l 
We consider the f i rs t  case o f  (4.2.2). The standard module is induced irre- 
ducible from GL(2E)Sp( . ) .  The nilpotent orbit corresponding to X(1/V,  u) can 
be written 
69 ++ (2xo + 1 , . . . ,  2x2k-1 -+- 1 ,2x2k = 2E,  2x2k+l = 2 E , . . . )  (4.2.5a) 
o r  
(2xo + 1 , . . . ,  2x2k q- 1,2x2k+l = 2E,  2x2k+2 = 2 E , . . . ) .  
The lowest K-type is 
= ( . . . ,  X2k = E , . . . )  X ( . . . ,  0C2k+l -1- l = E , . . . )  @ sgn 
(4.2.5b) 
(4.2.6a) 
o r  
( . . . , x e k + z  = E - - 1 , . . . )  × ( . . . , x 2 k + l  + l = E +  l , . . . ) ® s g n .  (4.2.6b) 
The first reducibility point in this case is at u = 1//2. There are (at least) two 
factors, one corresponding to the nilpotent orbits (.9, the other to 
(_9' ~ ( . . . ,  2x2k + 1 = 2E  - 1, 
2x2k+l + 1 = 2E  + 1 , . . . )  in case (4.2.5a), 
(._9' ~ ( . . . ,  2x2k+l = 2E  - I, 
2x2k+2 H- 1 = 2E  + 1 , . . . )  in case (4.2.5b). (4.2.7) 
The factor corresponding to (.9 is the lowes t  K-type factor, the factor corre- 
sponding to (_9' is the factor containing sgn. The lowest  K-type for the factor 
corresponding to (.9' is 
# '  (x0, I i . . . .  , x2k  = F_, - - 1 , . . . )  X (Xl + l , .  . . ,x2k+l  + l = F_, + l ,  .. .) (4.2.Sa) 
o r  
(X0, t t . . .  ,x2~+2 = E , . . . )  × (xl + 1 , . . . ,Xak+l  + 1 = E , . . . ) .  (4.2.8b) 
The two K-types have opposite signature at c~. We need to prove that the cor- 
responding two lowes t  K- types  always stay in the same factor on the half-line 
1/2 < u. This is the same as for the third case, only easier. We omit the details. 
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Consider the third case o f  (4.2.2). Then the nilpotent orbit (,9 corresponding 
to X(IA2, u) has either three or f our  xi = E .  In the case of three, we get 
O ++ ( . . .  ,2x2k-I  -4- 1 = 2 E  + 1, 
2x2k + 1 = 2 E +  1,2x2k+l + 1 = 2 E +  1 , . . . )  (4.2.9a) 
o r  
(. . . ,2x2k + l = 2 E  + l,  
2x2k+l + 1 = 2 E  + 1,2x2k+2 + 1 = 2 E  + 1 , . . . ) .  (4.2.9b) 
The lowest  K-type is 
# = ( . . .  , Z Z k  = E , . . . )  x 
× ( . . . , x 2 k - 1  + 1 = E +  1,x2k+l + 1 = E +  1 , . . . )  ® sgn, (4.2.10a) 
o r  
( . . . , X 2 k  = E ,  X2k+2 ~- E , . . . ) x  
x ( . . . , x 2 k + l  + 1 = E + 1 , . . . )  ® sgn. (4.2.10b) 
The first reducibility point is at u = 1. There are several possible factors, the 
one we are interested in, corresponds to the nilpotent orbit 
O' ++ (. . . ,  2x2k_ 1 2E,  2x~k = = 2E,  2x2k+l + 1 = 2 E  + 3 , . . . )  
o r  
t ! 
( . . . , 2 x "  k = 2E,2x2k+l  = 2E,  2x2~+2 + 1 = 2 E  + 3 , . . . ) .  
The lowest  K-type is 
o r  
(4.2.11 a) 
(4.2.1 lb) 
# '  (. " = E - 1  . ) ×  . . , X 2 k  , • . 
X ( . . .  t / ,x2k_ 1 + 1 = E + 1,X2k+l q-- 1 = E + 2 , . . . )  (9 sgn (4.2.12a) 
( . . .  ' ' = E + I ,  . . ) x  , X 2 k  = E ,  X2k+2  
x ( .  ' = E ,  . ) ® s g n .  
• " , X 2 k +  I • " 
(4.2.12b) 
In the case of  f our  xi  =- E ,  we get 
O ~ ( . . . , 2 x 2 k _ t  + 1  = 2 E + l , 2 x a k + l  = 2 E + l ,  
2x2k+l + 1 = 2 E  + ],2x2k+2 + 1 = 2 E  + 1 , . . . )  (4.2.13a) 
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o r  
( . . .  ,2zak + 1 = 2 E +  1,2x2k+l + 1 = 2 E +  1, 
2z2k+2 + 1 = 2 E +  1,2z2k+3 + 1 = 2 E +  1 , . . . ) .  (4.2.13b) 
The lowest K-type of the factor corresponding to 69 is 
FL = ( . . . , X 2 k  = E ,  x2k+2 ~-= E , . . . )  x 
x ( . . . , z 2 k - l +  1 = E + l , z 2 k + l  = E + l , . . . ) ® s g n  
o r  
( . . . , x 2 k  = E, x2k+2 = E , . . . ) x  
X ( . . .  ,X2k+l q- 1 = E + l ,x2k+3 q- 1 = E + 1 , . . . )  ® sgn. 
(4.2.1 4a) 
(4.2.14b) 
The first reducibility point is at u = 1. There are several possible factors, the 
one we are interested in corresponding to the nilpotent orbit 
(._9t +__} (. t t . . ,  2Xzk_ 1 = 2E,  2x21 c = 2E,  
I 
2z2k+l = 2E  + 2,2z~k+2 = 2E  + 2 , . . . )  (4.2.15a) 
o r  
I ( . . . , 2x~k  = 2E,  2xek+l = 2E,  
I ! 
2Xzk+2 = 2E + 2, 2XZk+3 = 2E  + 2 , . . . ) .  (4.2.15b) 
The lowest K-type is 
/ / I 
l ,  = ( . . . .  . z - 1  = £ ,  . ) x  , Z2k , Z2k+2  • . 
! 
x ( . . . , z ~ k _  t + l  = E + l , z 2 k + l + l  = E + 2 , . . . ) ® s g n  
o r  
. . .  ! ! ,X2k = E ,  x2k+2 = E - t -  1 , . . . ) x  
X ( . . . ,  I I X2k+l  = E ,  Xzk+3 ~--- E -Jr- l , . . . )  ® s g n .  
(4.2.16a) 
(4.2.1 6b) 
We claim that, for u > 1, the corresponding lowest K-types always stay in the 
same factor. At oo they have opposite signs. In particular, these factors do occur 
at u = 1. The proof is quite involved. 
To compute multiplicities and signatures, we need a restriction formula. 
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LEMMA 1. Let cr = (bo,.. .  ,b2m) × (bl + 1 , . . .  ,b2m-I q- 1) be a K-type. Then 
the K-~. pes err such that sgn®cr t occurs in the restriction ofsgn®cr to Gl(y)Sp(*) 
are of the form 
! ( G . . . , b ; z , . . . )  x (b', + 1 , . . . ,  b2z_, + 1, . . . ) ,  
satisfying 
and 
b2j-2 ~ b~2j <~ b2j, 
! 
b2j- 1 <~ b2j- 1 ~ b2j + 1 
(4.2.17) 
(4.2.18) 
Furthermore, each such (r' occurs with multiplicity 1. 
Proof This is a special case of the Littlewood-Richardson rule combined 
with Mackey theory for semidirect products of groups; we omit the details. [] 
We now reduce to the case when W is a discrete series, in other words for 
each value x, there is at most one x~ = x. This fails to be the case whenever 
there is an 1 such that x2 /+ t  = x2/+2 = x or  X 2 l  = X2l+l = x fo r  some x. We 
consider the case when x ¢ E. In this case, the lowest K-type of the factor 
L ( V ,  u) has the form 
( X 0 , . . . ,  X2l+2 = X , . . . )  X (X 1 -k 1 , . . . ,  X2/+l -}- 1 = x + 1 , . . . )  (4.2.19a) 
o r  
(x0 , . . . ,x2 l  = x , . . . )  x (Xl + 1,. . . ,x2l+1 + 1 = x + 1, . . . ) .  (4.2.19b) 
As stated before, (4.2.2), no other xi = x. Replace X ( W , u )  by an induced 
module 
X = Indsp(,)Gl(2z+t)[Xl ® St]. (4.2.20) 
We assume XI is irreducible (containing sgn). The lowest K-type of XI is 
A 
" l  = ( X 0 , " ' " ,  X , ' "  ") X (Xl -{- 1 , . . . ,  X -{- 1,...). (4.2.21) 
Then X decomposes into two factors X+ + X_ both corresponding to the same 
nilpotent orbit (see the remark at the end of 1.2). The first factor is X(W,  u) and 
has lowest K-t),pe given by (4.2.19), the other factor has lowest K-type 
( X 0 , . . .  , x2 /+2  = X - -  1 , . . . ) ×  
×(xl + 1,. . . ,a:2t+l + I = x + 2 , . . . )  (4.2.22a) 
or  
( z o , . . . , z 2 z  = z +  1 , . . . )  x (zt  + 1 , . . . , z 2 Z + l  + 1 = z , . . . ) .  (4.2.22b) 
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LEMMA 2. Let 
~r = (bo, . . .  , x ,  b2r, . . .  ,b2m) × (b, + 1 , . . .  , x +  l,b2s-I + l , . . .  ,b2m-I + 1) 
be a K-type such that x < b2r and x + 1 < b2s-l + 1. Assume that r = s or 
r = s + 1, and 





crt = ( b o , . . . , x ,  b2r,. . . ,b2ra) x (bt + 1 , . . . , x +  I,b2s-t + 1 , . . . , b 2 m - t  + 1). 
Then [o:  X] = [crl,Xl]. 
Proof. Let O1 be the orbit corresponding to XI. Recall that Xt only contains 
K-types that correspond to nilpotent orbits (in the Springer correspondence) that 
contain the orbit Ot in their closure. Thus it is enough to show that all sgn ® (7' 
occuring in the restriction of ~r correspond to strictly smaller nilpotent orbits, 
except for the case of at .  For this, by Lemma 4.2, any or' s a t i s f i e s  bt2r_2 < x ~ b'2r 
and b~s_3+ 1 < x +  1 ~< bl2s_l + 1. The S-symbol is computed by forming bt2i+2i 
and bt2j_ 1 -t- 2j  - 2 and reordering them in increasing order. Then all the entries 
with i /> 2r  and j /> 2s - 1 are greater than x + 2r - 1 (so they are permuted 
among themselves), while all other are strictly less than this number. If the sum 
of the entries greater than x - 2r = 1 is strictly less than the corresponding sum 
for the b's, then the nilpotent orbit is strictly smaller. This involves the algorithm 
for computing the partition corresponding to the orbit from the symbol [9]. Thus 
to contribute to the multiplicity in X, we must have b~2i = b2i a n d  b~2j_l = b2j-i  
for all i > / r  and j >/8. Then the claim follows from Lemma 1 of 4.2. [] 
Thus the multiplicity of # and #~ in X is the same as the multiplicity of #l 
and #~l in Xl .  
PROPOSITION. Let # ( W )  be the lowest K-type o f  W .  Then 
[ , ' .  x ( w ,  = [ u ( w ) . w ]  = 1. 
Proof. Apply the idea of the proof of Lemma 2. It is enough to show that the 
only K-type ~' that occurs in #~ ® sgn and corresponds to a nilpotent containing 
O ( W )  in its closure is # (W)Nsgn .  Suppose for example that # is as in (4.2.14a) 
and #~ as in (4.2.16a). The argument of the corollary implies that or' must have 
the same ec'2i for i > k + 1 and the same x~j_ 1 + 1 for j > k + 1 as #. Thus all 
the corresponding rows for the nilpotent that a '  is attached to coincide with the 
rows of the nilpotent O(W) attached to W. Suppose a '  ¢ #(W).  Suppose that 
x2k+l' -- E + 1 and Xzk+2' = E - 1. This gives a nilpotent orbit which has the 
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next two rows of size 2E. No such nilpotent will contain (_9(W) in its closure. 
The other choices for a~ are lowest K-types for (9(W), and the proof follows in 
this case. 
The other cases follow by a similar calculation. [] 
We conclude from the two lemmas and the proposition that # and #~ occur 
with multiplicity 1 in X(W,  u). This means that they stay in the factor X+ for all 
u and so their signatures are the same as for the corresponding #l and #]. This 
is the same situation, but the corresponding (.9 does not have the two zi = z. 
The case when all zi ¢ E are distinct is the case of W a discrete series. 
We return to proving the claim that the K-types # = #((.9) and #' = #((_9') 
stay in the same factor, but now assuming that W is a discrete series. 
Since all factors in the induced module correspond to nilpotent orbits contain- 
ing (.9 in their closure and there are no orbits between (.9 and O ~, the only way 
the two K-types cannot be in the same factors is if there is a factor in X(W,  u) 
corresponding to 69 t. Essentially we can rule this out by infinitesimal character 
considerations. Suppose L(W ~, J )  occurs in X(W,  u) and has infinitesimal char- 
acter X t. Then X ~ must coincide with the infinitesimal character X of X(W,  u). 
In particular, the maximal orbits (gma×(X) and (gmax(X') from Section 2.3 must 
coincide. Suppose we are in case (4.2.13a). Then the corresponding infinitesimal 
characters which we write as 
( . . . , 1 , . . . , E ,  O , . . . , E , - E + u , . . . , E + u , . . . ) ,  
( . . . , - E -  1 + u l , . . . , E + u l ,  - E + u z , . . . , E -  1 + u 2 , . . . )  (4.2.23) 
must coincide. The contribution from the remaining zi's must coincide because 
being distinct, the infinitesimal character cannot be deformed. Thus the entries 
written out in (4.2.23) must coincide. Reducibility considerations also force u, ul 
and u2 to be integers. The infinitesimal characters coincide only if u = 1. Since 
we are concerned with u > 1, the claim follows in this case. 
Consider case (4.2.9). If no zi = E + 1, then the proof is the same as the 
above. If there is an zi = E + 1, then 
O' ++ ( . . . , 2 E ,  2 E , 2 E  + 3 ,2E + 3 , . . . ) ,  
and the possible infinitesimal characters are 
( . . .  , 0 , . . .  , E , - E  + u , . . . , E  + u, 1 , . . . , E  + 1 , . . . ) ,  
( . . . , - E + u l , . . . , E -  l +ux, - E -  l + u z , . . . , E +  l +u2,...).  (4.2.24) 
As before, can ignore the other zi because being distinct the infinitesimal char- 
! 
acter cannot be deformed and so their contribution coincides for (-Qmax and Oma x. 
Thus only case when the infinitesimal characters coincide for u > 1, is at 
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responding to ©'  has two lowest K-types, 
#! ( . . .  ! ! = , z 2 k = E - l , z 2 k + 2 = E + l , . . . )  x 
X ( . . .  t / ,XZk_ 1 -}- 1 = E + 1,ZZk+l = E q- 2 , . . . )  ® sgn, 
, "  = = = E , . . . )  × 
X ( . . .  t t 
, Z z k _  l + l = E + l , z 2 k + l = E + 3 , . . . ) ® s g n  
o r  
! 
# 
//1 = /"2 • 1. In this case /2 2 • 0. Then the irreducible module cor- 
. . .  ~ ! ! = X2k = E ,  X2k+2 = E q- 1 , . . . )  x 
X ( . , .  ! t ,z2~+l + 1 = E,  z2k+3 + 1 = E + 2 , . . . )  ® sgn, 
! 
#" = ( . . . , z "  k = E, z2k+2 = E + 2 , . . . )  x 
X ( . . .  ! t , X Z k + I  -Jr- 1 = E, Z2k+3 q"- 1 = E + 1 , . . . )  ® sgn. 
(4.2.25a) 
(4.2.25b) 
It is enough to check that #"  does not occur in X(1,V, u). This follows by the 
same technique as Lemma 2 and Proposition of 4.2. [] 
The other cases are similar but easier. 
4.3. THE INDUCTION STEP 
Suppose the representation is unitary. Label the u's in increasing order u0 = 0 < 
ui < • • ". Assume the parameter is not unitarily induced from any Levi component 
of a proper parabolic subgroup. Suppose one of the strings, say ( f  + u i , . . . ,  F + 
ui), does not satisfy (4.1.1). This means that F + f  > 0 or F + f  < - 2 .  Replace ui 
by u and deform upwards in the first case, downwards in the second case until the 
first time the representation becomes reducible. First observe that the parameter 
does not cross any point where the parameter is unitarily induced irreducible 
from a proper Levi component. Indeed, suppose we are in the first case where 
we deform u upwards to 1/2 and no reducibility occurs. If  the parameter were 
unitarily induced irreducible at any point in between, the string ( f + u , . . . ,  F +  u) 
must be involved. But this would imply F + f = - 2 , -  I, 0, which is not the 
case. For 1/2 < u < 1, rewrite the string as 
. . . . .  , F  t ( f + u ,  . , F + u ) = ( f ' + u ' ,  +u ' ) ,  
= ~ (4.3.1) f '  - F -  1, F'  = - f  - 1, O < u' = l - u < .  . 
The parameter u' is being deformed downward from 1/2 to 0. But then f ' +  F '  = 
- f  - F - 2 < - 2 ,  and we are in the second case. The same argument applies. 
At u t = 0 we get a string 
( - F -  l , . . . , - f -  1) =- ( f  + 1 , . . . , F  + 1). (4.3.2) 
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The only way the parameter stays irreducible, is if there is xj  such that xj  + l + e  < 
f + 1 < F + 1 < xj+l + 1 - e. This implies that the parameter is not unitarily 
induced irreducible. Write the string as ( f  + 1 + u , . . . ,  F + 1 + u) and continue u 
upward. Say the first reducibility point occurs at a (deformed) u such that u ~ g. 
Then by induction all but the string ( f  + u i , . . . ,  F + ui) satisfy (4.1.1). We may 
as well replace the string being deformed by one of the form ( e +  uP , . . . ,  E +  u p) 
of the form as in (3.3) with a u p > 0 very close to 0, which does not satisfy 
(4.1.1) and also has the property that when u p is deformed to 0, the parameter 
becomes reducible. 
Say the first reducibility occurs at a u such that u - uj E Z with uj > O. 
There must be a string ( fP+  u j , . . . ,  FP+ uj) such that if we deform both to some 
u p very close to uj, the parameter becomes reducible. The factor containing sgn 
has the same strings as the original except possibly for the two involved in the 
reducibility, and corresponds to a strictly larger nilpotent orbit. By the induction 
hypothesis, all but these two strings are as in (4.1.1). If there are more strings 
besides these two, pick one and deform its u until we reach a reducibility point. 
This involves at most one of the two bad strings. By induction the new parameter 
is unitary, so all but at most one string are as in (4.1.1). Suppose there are exactly 
two strings, neither satisfying (4.1.1). One of  the strings is of the form 
( e + u i , . . . , E + u i )  s a t i s f y i n g e >  l + e o r E < - l - e ,  (4.3.3) 
the other ( f  + u j , . . . ,  F + uj). The deformation argument above allows us to 
assume that there is u p between ul and uj so that the induced representation 
becomes reducible when we deform ui and u3 to u p. We claim that either E = 
f - 1 or e = F + 1 ; furthermore the string 
(e + u P , . . . , U  + J )  if  E = f - 1 ,  
( f ' + u ' , . . . , E + u  p) i f e = F + l  (4.3.4) 
is of  type (4.1.1). Otherwise consider the parameter of the factor (at u p) containing 
sgn. will have a string with lower endpoint e + u  ~ if e > 1 +~,  or similarly a string 
with upper endpoint E + u t in case E < - 1  - c. In both cases this contradicts 
the induction hypothesis: for example say we are in the second case of (4.3.4). 
Then f + E = 0 , - 1  or - 2 .  Thus f < 0. If uj > J > ui, deform uj upward 
to 1. The parameter can only become reducible at uj = 1 - ui or at uj = 1. It 
is certainly reducible at uj = 1, but this cannot be the first reducibility point. 
Suppose it were. The factor containing sgn has to be unitary. Because f < 0, 
the parameter containing sgn corresponds to a strictly bigger nilpotent orbit. By 
induction, (e + u , . . . ,  E + u) has to satisfy (4.1.1), which is not the case. Thus 
the first reducibility point is uj = 1 - ui. At that point, the string is written 
( - F  - 1 + u , . . . , - f  - 1 + u). The same reasoning as before implies - f  = e. 
This implies F + f = e - 1 - e = - 1  contradicting the assumption. 
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Suppose exactly one string (e + u , . . . ,  E + u) (with 0 < u <~ 1/2) fails to 
satisfy (4.1.1) and the first reducibility occurs at a uj > 0. We check that we 
can place this string at ul. If there are any smaller strings, we can deform their 
ui downward  to 0. The parameter must be either reducible or unitarily induced 
irreducible. The induction hypothesis applies to the factor containing sgn and in 
particular (e + u , . . . ,  E + u) must satisfy (4.1.1). Thus we may as well assume 
/ / ~ / ~  1 . 
Thus all strings but one at ul must satisfy (4.1.1). We can remove all strings 
having to do with Gl-complementary series by deformations as in the paragraphs 
between (C1) and (C4); no reducibility occurs due to the string at ul. Indeed, for 
strings of  type (4.1.1a) we deform to 1/2, so away from ul. For the others, we 
need not cross uj either. Note that because the other strings at Ul must be nested, 
we can remove all the ones satisfying (4.1.1) as well. As a result, we are placed 
in the situation before (C4). If there is only one string left, we are done by (4.2). 
If  there is more than one string left, there are exactly two, one of which satisfies 
(4.1.1b) or (4.1.1c). We write the string at ul as ( f  + u l , . . . ,  F + ul). Suppose it 
is ( - E + u 2 , . . . ,  E + u 2 )  with u] ~< u2. If we can deform u2 to 0 without crossing 
any reducibility point, then the induction hypothesis implies that the string at u~ 
must be of  type (4.1.1). Furthermore it must be the case that - E  ~< f ~< F <~ E 
o r f  <~-E<~E<<.F.  
In case the string at ui is as in (4.1.1 a), we have two strings 
( - E '  - 1 + u l , . . . , E '  + ul), ( - E  + u z , . . . , E  + u2). (4.3.5) 
Then we can deform ul to 1/2 without any reducibility. The ensuing representa- 
tion is unitarily induced from Triv ® • on GI(2E'  + 2 ) G ( . )  and the conclusion 
of  the theorem follows. 
In case the string at Ul is of  the form (4.1.1b), we have two strings 
(-Et-[-~l,...,Et-t-lll), ( - E  - [ - / / 2 ,  . . . , E - ] - / / 2 ) .  (4.3.6) 
If  E ~ = E ,  we get a Gl-complementary series. If E ¢ E ~, deform u2 to 0; no 
reducibility occurs. By induction, the resulting representation must be unitary. It 
has a tempered parameter with two extra z j  = E + c. For (C4) to be satisfied, 
there must be an :ci = E / + ~  in the original parameter. Similarly deforming ui to 
0, we get that the tempered parameter has to have an zi = E + e. The induction 
step is completed in this case. 
If the string at Ul is as in (4.1.1c), the strings are 
( - E '  - l + u i , . . . , E '  - l + ul), ( - E  + u 2 , . . . , E  + u2). (4.3.7) 
If  E = E/, deforming u2 to 1 - ul shows that the parameter is not unitary (cf. 
(C2)). In case E ¢ E ' ,  we can deform ul to 1. This adds two z j  = E ~ + e to the 
tempered parameter. By the induction hypothesis, there must be an z~ = E + e. 
Similarly deform u2 to 0 to see that the tempered part of  the parameter must 
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have an xi = E t + e. The induction step is complete in all cases when the string 
at u2 is ( - E  + u2,..., E + u2) and no reducibility occurs when u2 is deformed 
downward to 0. 
If on the other hand reducibility does occur when u2 is deformed to 0, we 
must have f < - E  ~< F < E or - E  < f ~< E < F (still with a string 
( - E  + u2, • • •, E + uz)). The induced module becomes reducible when we deform 
u2 to ul. The factor containing sgn has strings 
( f  +/"1, '""  , E  q-//1) , ( - E  -I- b ' l , . . .  , F  + ul), 
( -E + + (y+ u i , . . . ,E+ (4.3.8) 
We can deform the uj of either string to 0. Thus each string must satisfy (A) and 
(B). This is the case only when the first string is 
( - E -  2 + u l , . . . , E -  I + ul), 
( - E -  2 +  u l , . . . , E -  2 + ul), (4.3.9) 
( - E - l + u l , . . . , E - l + u l ) ,  or 
( - E -  1 + U l , . . . , E -  2 + ul), 
and the other string is ( - E  + u2 , . . . ,  E + u2). Deform u2 to 1 - ul. In the first 
case the representation stays irreducible; we continue u2 to 1. This modifies the 
tempered part of the parameter, but in any case we obtain a parameter with a 
single string not of the form (4.1.1). The original parameter is not unitary. In the 
second case, the factor containing sgn has two strings ( -  E -  2+  u l , . . . ,  E -  1 + Ul ) 
and ( - E  - 1 + u i , . . . ,  E - 2 + ul). We can deform ul in the second one to 1, 
to get a parameter with a single string not of the form (4.1.1); thus the original 
parameter is not unitary. In the third case, Lemma 4.1 shows that such a parameter 
cannot be unitary. The fourth case is similar to the first case. 
The argument for when the other string is ( - E -  1 +u2, • • •, E -  1 +u2) is the 
same. Since 0 < ul < u2 ~< 1/2 ~< l - u 2  < 1 - u l  < 1, we can deform u2 upwards 
to 1 - u2. Then we are back in the case of the string ( - E  + u2 , . . . ,  E + u2). 
The proof of the induction step is complete. [] 
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